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Abstract

Purpose – Syntax acquisition is a gradual language level and essential language ability that determine childhood academic ability. The syntax needs to be stimulated in various ways. One of them is using flash-card games. This research aims to describe syntax acquisition in childhood through flash-cards.

Design/methods/approach – This research method is descriptive qualitative research with data collection techniques through observations and interviews. This research’s subject is a six-year-old child with the initials HN.

Findings – HN’s syntactic acquisition through flash-card has developed according to his development and age. Language development in syntax that HN obtains includes aspects of understanding and expressing language. HN syntax acquisition is also influenced by two factors that are natural and environmental.

Research implications/limitations – This research is a limited mini-research performed on 1 study subject for two months. As for the flash-cards used, there are only ten kinds of flash-cards.

Practical implications – This research is expected to be helpful as a reference regarding the stimulation of early childhood syntactic abilities through flash-cards. Academics and practitioners can develop various activities other for increasing syntax ability or developing flash-cards games that are more interesting and fun to be used for learning in childhood.

Originality/value – This study still has limitations in taking the data. Therefore, the researcher hopes to conduct research with no limitations for the next.
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Introduction

Language is the ability of somebody to communicate with other people. It covers all realms of communication, such as: revealing thoughts and feelings through symbols or symbols used spoken, written, sign, number, painting, or expression face. Language for early childhood is crucial because, through language, a child can disclose all that is in their mind and feelings to other people (Usler, 2022). Language also is a sign of a child’s ability, such as cognitive ability and emotion. In addition, children can also communicate with their environment and means to express their feelings (Deiniatur, 2017; Friantary, 2020; Yamin & Sanan, 2013).

On the other hand, language is also one of the indicators of a successful child (Brodie et al., 2022; Dawadi, 2022). In the development of language aspect, competence and expected results are that a child can use language as passive understanding language and effectively communicate to think and learn well (Hennessy, 2019; Zhao & Guo, 2019). However, language acquisition in early childhood is complex and through sustainable stages. One simple word is combined with a few more complex words (syntactic) (Friantary, 2020; Yamin & Sanan, 2013).

A longitudinal study conducted on children in Australia showed the impact of language competence on academic achievement in school. The research was aimed at children who had to get more intense attention to speech and language, with the research subjects being 4322 children aged 4-5 years and 4073 children aged 6-7 years. The results showed that this group of children achieved lower scores in reading, writing, spelling, grammar, and arithmetic than children with good speaking and language skills (McLeod et al., 2019). Aime Smith in Impuni, in his research, also revealed very drastic communication patterns of children aged 2-3 years. Despite every child having a different language development, generally at two years, most children can follow simple directions or instructions (Impuni, 2012).

Two research above showed that good language stimulation impacts academic achievement (Attig & Weinert, 2020; Lurie et al., 2021). This thing regarding the child’s ability to produce language skills by active or passive. This problem is in line with a study conducted by M. Phillips et al. (2021), that syntax acquisition is part of children’s beginning language ability that determines reading ability as their skill by entering school. Besides that, natural language in early childhood has a potency ready to be developed (Balnaves, 2021; Chen, 2021). Language acquisition will keep developing along with their age and happen gradually (Paul et al., 2021; Qi et al., 2021). Starting from speaking meaningless words to meaningful words. From speech that does not have intonation to intonation of speech. Next up, children start speaking with complete sentences and using different intonations. At age six, children ideally start a process to get complex sentences in phonology, morphology, syntax, and semantics (Impuni, 2012). It is also strengthened by the statement that early childhood can compile complex sentences using phonology, syntax, and semantics naturally. Specifically, children could produce sentence structure based on unlimited grammatical (Corominas-Murtra et al., 2009).

The syntax is one of the exciting discussions in linguistics. The syntax is a language element that focuses on the word-to-word relationship or other elements of a speech (Chaer, 2003; McGregor et al., 2012; Zaharchuk & Karuza, 2021). According to Ayuba, in language acquisition theory, syntactic mastery in children occurs gradually, starting from the one-word, two-word, and three-word or more words (Ayuba, 2016). In addition, language acquisition includes speech produced by the sounds of word choice, formations, and sentences in early childhood by imitating adults (Hutabararat, 2018). Several techniques can develop syntax ability in childhood through the game, prepared environment naturally using some language features, such as parents, teachers, adults, peers, and recording (Lessing & De Witt, 2016; Rosenburg et al., 2020; Yawkey et al., 1981).

Referring to the reference above, one stimulation to develop children’s syntactic abilities is through playing (Lessing & De Witt, 2016). One of them is a flash-card game. The research result conducted by Prahesti showed an increase in children’s interest in reading through flash-cards in Ahbabul Ulum Gebangsari Kindergarten with a percentage of 80% (Prahesti, 2019). Other studies in line with the above research conducted by Zein et al. revealed the effect of using...
letter flash-cards on children’s early reading skills in TK Bhakti Bunda Padang (Zein et al., 2020). Sungkowati’s research on 25 children in Early Childhood Education (ECE) Bina Bahagia also showed that the use of flash-cards in learning activities improved children’s reading development (Sungkowati, 2012). Jayanti, in her research, obtained data that using flash-cards can be used to stimulate early childhood who have language and communication development barriers (Jayanti, 2017). In China, flash-cards is a game that has a long history. Flash-cards are tools to learn Chinese characters. There are several advantages of using flash-cards: they are designed to adjust the characteristics of children who like picture illustrations, become a learning experience and fun activity, stimulate intelligence, and help children master the material (Bai, 2018). From some of these studies, the distinction is that the research conducted will describe the use of flash-cards in stimulating the acquisition of syntax for childhood.

Early observation of subject research (HN) has shown a good language development. One of them is syntax ability and interest in visual media. Based on those things, the researcher is interested in solving this problem. This study focuses on syntax acquisition that refers to language development indicators at the age of 6 years in Minister of Education and Culture Number 137 of 2014 concerning National Standards for Childhood Education, and researchers use ten types of flash-cards. The research goal is to describe syntax acquisition for children six years old through flash-cards. This study is expected to be beneficial as a reference for syntax ability stimulation of childhood through flash-cards. In addition, academics and practitioners could develop types of flash-cards more exciting and fun to be used for language learning in childhood.

Methods

This research uses qualitative descriptive methods (Cohen et al., 2017). The method used to describe acquisition syntax child age early through card pictorial. Implementation study conducted in January-February 2021. The subjects in the study are one child six years old with the initials HN. The research object is the syntactic ability of children aged six years through flash-cards. Data collection techniques carried out by researchers are through observations and interviews. This technique will obtain some data regarding acquisition syntax in children six years old through card pictorials. At the same time, technique data analysis includes three stages: data reduction, data presentation, and data verification.

Result and Analysis

The Syntax Ability in Early Childhood Through Flash-Cards

The syntax is one of the exciting discussions in linguistics. The syntax is a language element that focuses on the word-to-word relationship or other elements of a speech (Chaer, 2003; McGregor et al., 2012; Zaharchuk & Karuza, 2021). Therefore, syntax needs to be taught from an early age. Based on results observation, HN shows the ability to communicate well and smoothly in daily life. HN also has interest in media that can be visualized, such as images. However, HN still experiencing difficulty in reciting a number of letters like the letter ‘L’ still can be swapped and heard like the letter ‘W’.

Figure 1. Pictorial Card
At first, the researcher provided 10 types of card pictorial. Among them are pictures of cats, butterflies, chicken, cows, elephants, fish, grass, flowers, houses and road asphalt. Next, the researcher has to direct HN to choose two of 10 flash-cards, then ask HN to tell a story in accordance with the card picture that has been chosen. HN looks could describe nor decipher objects with good. Below is an example of a conversation with HN before the game started:

Researcher : Kita acak dulu ya, kartunya
(Let’s random the card first)
(I want to choose a cat picture. Pictures of the house too. So, picture cat and house)
Researcher : Kenapa milih kucing dan rumah?
(Why do you want to choose a cat and house picture and house?)
HN : Suka
(because I like it)
Researcher : Kupu-kupu suka gak?
(What about butterflies? Do you like it)
HN : Suka jua
(I like it too)
Researcher : Kita coba dulu, ya, tapi milihnya jangan kucing dan rumah lagi. Coba pilih yang lain.
(Let’s try it first, yes, but we choose not to have cats and houses anymore. Try choosing something else)
HN : Hmm ... ayam dan jalan
(Hmm... Pictures of chickens and roads)
Researcher : Coba gimana ceritanya?
(How story about the story)
HN : Ayam berjalan keluar kandang
(There is a chicken currently walk go out from cage)

Based on the conversation above, it can be explained that the process of acquiring children’s syntax is done by playing face to face with children. The occurrence of skills between children and researchers is a way to measure children's syntax abilities. As quoted from the conversation above, it was found that the acquisition of HN syntax before using flash-cards was not well developed. However, after being given a stimulate, the child's syntax acquisition has begun to develop. The aspect is disclosing language. HN has vocabulary and good sentences to understand information from others. HN’s single and complex sentence acquisition is also already following his development. HN already can use personal pronouns that have no standard, like loe and gue.

The Factors in Influencing Syntax Ability of Early Childhood

Every child is unique and has differences. This is also continuous with the child's syntax ability, where each child has different syntax acquisition abilities. Based on observations held on January 16, 2021, I obtained data that the Banjar language’s mother tongue also influences the acquisition of HN syntax. Therefore, when expressing sentences or communicating, HN uses Banjarese more in their daily lives.
As in this following conversation:

_Ulun milih kucinglah. Eh, rumah jua. Kucing dan rumah
Suka jua
Ayam bejalan keluar kandang_

It is also based on the existence of environment and culture which the majority of local HN come from from ethnic group of Banjar. These data are also in line with results interview conducted with HN’s parents as following:


Apart from getting influenced by their mother tongue, acquiring HN syntax is also caused by parenting in their family. When there is no limitation on parents’ use of television and gadgets by parents , it can causes HN to be affected by various shows or everything that kids ever watch. On the other hand, HN has also become dependent on playing with gadgets, watching television, such as Youtube. This condition is seen when HN platted role using a doll with their friends, as seen in this conversation.


HN can cause that condition can use expressions in one word moreover informal sentence complex. The other impact is that HN can also express some sentences in a formal language by using Indonesian. This condition is seen when HN plays a role in using a doll with his friend. It affects the development of HN syntax, especially in the use of unusual vocabulary usually used on various tv or gadgets.

**Discussion**

Shi et al. in Bernal revealed that since children are borns, they have sensitivity to words. Another opinion was also expressed that the ability to recognize the word occurs at the end of the first year of their life (Bernal et al., 2007). It means language form has formed at the beginning of children’s lives, such as various language levels, including syntax. Hutabarat explained that syntax development in childhood starts when they produce speech consisting of two words or more. Besides that, children start to develop their ability to communicate with the environment. For example, the ability to communicate with parents, family, and other people (Hutabarat, 2018).

Friantary discloses another point of view about syntax development, the syntax arrangement that has been seen since childhood occurs around 18 months old. In some children, the progress can be looked at one year old, even more than two years. The child with a different process also experiences syntax development with two words compared to one word, which occurs gradually. Sentences with one word can be interpreted by looking at the context, not only by the meaning. Whereas using sentences with two words, children could start using intonation. Because of that, two-word sentences contain more than just one meaning. Children will express it with different intonations (Friantary, 2020). HN also shows that it is capable of using some sentences followed by intonation following the meaning that he wants to deliver. Besides that, six-year-old HN has passed structured syntax ability. This finding is in line with Owens’s statement in Otto regarding the syntactic development of children, which consists of the existence of noun and verb phrase structures that develop according to age and are more complex (Otto, 2015). Strengthened by Bloom, children also began to combine a few words and form sentences in different situations (Manurung, 2014).

Based on the data, HN’s syntax acquisition refers to language development indicators at the age of 6 years in Minister of Education and Culture Number 137 of 2014 concerning National Standards for Childhood Education includes two aspects, understanding aspect and language
expression. According to Otto, one of the language aspects of children’s syntax ability at six years old is that children can understand how other people talk with complex syntax (Otto, 2015). This thing was shown by HN when following instructions for choosing two flash-cards, and HN could respond to it well. HN also understands other people’s tough talk, which is the researcher. In addition, HN can understand the two commands given simultaneously. This condition is observed when the researcher asks HN to choose a flash-card that has been prepared and continues to tell it.

Repeating more complex sentences is seen in the second conversation. HN does repetition on complex sentences. Although the sentence is irregular, the sentence already includes the subject, object, and time. HN can also compile the basic sentences that have a level of difficulty, even like adult sentences. Like a previous study, children 4-7 years old have complex syntax structures like passive sentences (Skeide et al., 2014). The six-year-old HN has reached a complex syntax level following his development. When doing flash-card games, HN can follow the researcher’s command well. Cooperatively HN chose two cards that he wanted. HN also understands every step in the game’s rules. According to Allen and Marotz in Otto, the average preschool child could produce 5 to 7-word sentences (Otto, 2015). HN has shown it can produce 5-7 words or more sentences. HN also has vocabulary and good sentence understanding to understand information and other conversations. When HN chooses the flash-card, he can tell and describe the idea following the flash-card that has been chosen. This finding is in line with Otto’s opinion that syntax enhancement also impacts the ability of children to communicate more complex ideas to others (Otto, 2015).

Based on the observation of the results, the acquisition of HN syntax is influenced by mother tongue, environment and culture, and the family’s nurture. It is in line with a study conducted by Hutabarat. He said several factors could determine syntax acquisition that begins at 2 and 3 years of age in producing sentences. The factors are natural, and family generations include intelligence and language acquisition (Hutabarat, 2018). The other opinion stated by Gervain is that the first experience of a child in uttering and mastering the language is also caused by prenatal time. The experience in the prenatal that has stimulated language development will have an impact on the infant to understand the utterance and produce a communicative voice. On the other hand, the infant’s brain also shows the existence of readiness for processing the utterance (Gervain, 2015). Those opinions, supported by Xiao et al. in the study, said that the child’s ability to produce the language of complex or straightforward syntax is influenced by connectivity development inside the left brain (Xiao et al., 2016).

In general, the acquisition of language by a child at an early age at the level of syntax is influenced by natural factors (nature) and the environment (nurturing). Both factors are related to each other and can not be separated (Ayuba, 2016). Therefore, HN syntax is also influenced by those two factors. The natural factor happens when a child gets a Language Acquisition Device (LAD) since born. As for the environmental factors that occurred caused by the existence of influence on child cognitive development when children are six years old. The background of the social culture in the Banjar environment and method acquisition of language influenced by upbringing, the family he got/nurtured what child was got.

**Conclusion**

Acquisition syntax through card pictorial on the subject research (HN) developed following Step development and age. Among them are children capable of making simple to complex sentences having meaning with precise intonation, mastering single and compound sentences, developing auxiliary verbs, and communicating complex ideas. Language development in the syntax level obtained by HN includes two aspects: understanding and expressing language. Natural and environmental factors also influence the acquisition of HN syntax. Based on this research, the acquisition of syntax for early childhood should be well stimulated through various fun activities and games, one of which is using graphic cards. Expected pictorial cards can also be practiced by
parents and teachers and could be modified following the themes and needs of the child by context.
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